
DEAUVILLE [R-H] - 20 October 
Race 1 - PRIX DE SAINT-DESIR -  1600m UNR. Purse EUR €27,000. 

1. SARDEM - Colt on debut, a son of Siyouni from the Group 3 winning mare Sarkiyla. Ready to run well. 

2. VALIMI - Unraced colt by Teofilo out of Valdaya. It will pay to keep an eye on the betting. 

3. BUSTAAM - Colt by Lope De Vega from Plumba on debut. Expected to run well. 

4. BANDASTAR - Colt by Cloth Of Stars who was bought for EUR 30,000 (Arqana 2021 October Yearling 

Sale) and kicks off here. Hard to recommend without a market push. 

5. AMERICAN FLAG - Colt by Wootton Bassett from Tres Americanqueen on debut. Prefer to see him under 

race conditions. 

6. ATTACK MASSIVE - Colt by National Defense out of Caribbean Ace. Purchased for EUR 72,000 (Arqana 

2022 Breeze Up Sale) and makes his debut. Shapes well. 

7. GALLANT DEED - Nicely-bred debutant by leading sire Frankel from the stakes-winning mare Global 

Magic. Watch the market carefully. 

8. CHIMICHURI - Unraced colt by Le Havre out of Incroyable. Jockey booking worth noting. Consider. 

9. SIXTUS - Unraced colt by Al Wukair out of Rhenania. Might need this run. 

Summary: A newcomers maiden so the betting will be informative. BUSTAAM (3) is a son of Lope de Vega 
from the Andre Fabre yard. Expected to go close. SARDEM (1) is trained by Jean-Claude Rouget and is a 
son of Siyouni. Looks to be the trainers first string. Can go well. CHIMICHURI (8) and VALIMI (2) are two 
others to consider. 

Selections 

BUSTAAM (3) - SARDEM (1) - CHIMICHURI (8) - VALIMI (2)  



Race 2 - PRIX DE HOTOT-EN-AUGE -  1600m UNR. Purse EUR €27,000. 

1. CALIYZA - Unraced filly by Le Havre out of Calayana. Profiles nicely. Market watch advised. 

2. WEISE - Filly by Exceed And Excel from Weichsel on debut. Tough test at her first outing. 

3. KAMIYAH - Unraced filly by leading sire Frankel out of Macheera. Looks set to run well. 

4. MY EMOTION - Unraced filly by Olympic Glory out of Bianca De Medici. Was a EUR 13,000 (Arqana 2020 

Breeding Stock Sale) purchase. Holds claims. 

5. SNOWPARK - Filly by Dubawi from Starlet's Sister on debut. Worth watching for a market push. Likely 

player. 

6. FAIAL - Two-year-old filly having first race start. Inclined to look elsewhere barring a strong market push. 

By leading sire Siyouni so may be worth following later on. 

7. CHILD OF THE MOON - Two-year-old filly who was purchased for EUR 110,000 (Arqana 2021 October 

Yearling Sale) out of Group 3 winning dam Ma Preference. Has the pedigree and will pay to keep safe. 

8. TILAK - Unraced filly by Almanzor out of Tikitiki. Nice profile and expected to measure up. 

9. ZAHYANA - Unraced filly by Zarak out of Monika Jem. Happy to risk this time. 

10. VICTORY OVER LIFE - Unraced filly by Gleneagles out of Whisper Magnolia. Was a EUR 2,000 (Arqana 

2022 Summer Sale) purchase. Will be better for this run. 

11. MADAME DE SAXE - Unraced filly by Saxon Warrior out of Sariette. Was a EUR 43,000 (Arqana 2021 

October Yearling Sale) purchase. Betting can guide. 

12. ZAVADREAM - Unraced filly by Dream Ahead out of Zavallya. Looks set for a bright start to her career. 

Summary: A two-year-old newcomers race for fillies. SNOWPARK (5) is a daughter of Dubawi out of a Galileo 
mare. She comes from the Jean-Claude Rouget stable and could be hard to beat first up. KAMIYAH (3) hails 
from the Andre Fabre yard and is well bred being by Frankel. MY EMOTION (4) and CALIYZA (1) are two 
others to note. 

Selections 

SNOWPARK (5) - KAMIYAH (3) - MY EMOTION (4) - CALIYZA (1)  



Race 3 - PRIX ARAZI -  1500m CL2. Purse EUR €34,000. 

1. WORTH A TEAM - Has been going well but didn't measure up last start when seventh over 1650m at 

Craon. Holds claims if at best. 

2. GAME ON - Won his maiden two back at Chantilly then could only manage 14th last start over 1600m at 

Longchamp. Useful type and can make amends. 

3. GREY TORNADO - After a moderate debut improved sharply at Vichy last start to win over 1600m. Going 

well and makes plenty of appeal. 

4. NO LIMIT DREAM - Progressive colt. Got off the mark last time with a 3 length victory over 1650m at Craon. 

Key runner who is expected to be in the finish. 

5. GOT SOCKS - Won on debut by a neck at Cholet over 1350m. Winning rider Leo Roussel aboard again. 

Has ability and another bold showing is expected. 

6. EMPATHIC - Talented colt who won last time over 1400m at Chantilly AW. Going well and worth including 

again. 

7. SPEECHMAN - Promising colt with placings at both career runs to date. Last start was 2 lengths from the 

winner in second over 1400m at Saint-Cloud. Coming along nicely and is one of the main chances. 

Summary: NO LIMIT DREAM (4) won impressively on second outing in a maiden at Craon over 1650m. 
Upped in class but expected to take it in his stride. WORTH A TEAM (1) won a Saint-Malo Class Two 
previously by 2.5L over 1600m after making most of the running. Struggled in a Listed race since but 
interesting down in grade. GREY TORNADO (3) made all to win at Vichy on second outing in a 1600m maiden. 
Unexposed and holds claims. GOT SOCKS (5) made a winning debut at Cholet in a maiden tackling 1350m 
by a long-neck. Not ruled out. 

Selections 

NO LIMIT DREAM (4) - WORTH A TEAM (1) - GREY TORNADO (3) - GOT SOCKS (5)  



Race 4 - PRIX DU PORT DU HAVRE -  1200m HCP CL2. Purse EUR €50,000. 

1. KING GOLD - Finished third at Longchamp two back before missing out at Longchamp last time out over 

1300m. Can bounce back. 

2. BAILEYS BLUES - Has been out of the money in recent runs including last time out when 15th over 1300m 

at Longchamp two-and-a-half weeks ago, beaten 11 lengths. Holds claims if at best. 

3. MYSTERIOUS LAND - Finished third over 1100m at Dieppe two back then missed the frame last time out 

over 1200m at Chantilly. Expect he will make amends. 

4. BE AHEAD - Hasn't really fired in two runs since a spell, the latest when beaten 5 lengths into sixth over 

1200m at Chantilly. Fitter but happy enough to avoid. 

5. WHITE PLATIN - Turned in a nice run first up then disappointed last time at Longchamp, finishing tenth 

and beaten 6 lengths over 1300m. Can atone. 

6. MUBAALEGH - Was underwhelming last start but if he can find the form that saw him finish second at 

Dieppe two back he is right in contention. 

7. RAYSTEVE - Yet to break through this campaign but hasn't been far away including a last start second 

over 1200m at Chantilly. Major player. 

8. QUEEN OF SPEED - Lightly raced filly who was beaten 5.5 lengths into ninth last start over 1100m at 

Chantilly. Consider. 

9. BEFORE DAWN - Has a poor win record and hasn't won for more than a year now. Did a good job last time 

out when second over 1000m at Vichy but suspect she must improve further to feature here. 

10. REGALIEN - Unwanted in the market when resuming last start at Longchamp over 1300m and finished 

sixth. Looks a fair way off peak form so others are preferred. 

11. LESSLEPASSER - Narrowly beaten last time when second at Fontainebleau, finishing just a nose from 

the winner. In the mix again. 

12. PILE OU FACE - Scored a dominant win last time over 1100m at Chantilly. Watch for him to be flashing 

home. 

13. KING ROBBE - Has been without a win for over a year. Last time out finished 2.25 lengths away in fifth 

over 1400m at Chantilly AW. Has had plenty of chances and needs to improve. 

14. SHAKE ME HANDY - Seven-year-old gelding who has been well held in recent runs and can't see him 

playing a major role here. 

Summary: KING GOLD (1) drops in class after a fourth beaten 3L at Longchamp in a handicap over 1300m. 
Carries top weight but proven at this level. BAILEYS BLUES (2) struggled in a stronger handicap at 
Longchamp but previously had been in good form. Switching from cheekpieces to blinkers and can bounce 
back. WHITE PLATIN (5) finished tenth in a bid for a four-timer in the previously mentioned handicap at 
Longchamp. Worth another try. QUEEN OF SPEED (8) dropping back from listed company. Previously ran 
fifth on handicap debut at Chantilly. First time blinkers and still unexposed. RAYSTEVE (7) is not dismissed. 

Selections 

KING GOLD (1) - BAILEYS BLUES (2) - WHITE PLATIN (5) - QUEEN OF SPEED (8) - RAYSTEVE (7)  



Race 5 - PRIX HIPPODAMIA -  1500m CL2. Purse EUR €34,000. 

1. IPANEMA PRINCESS - Last appeared when she finished 11th over 1408m at Newmarket (Rowley) (UK) 

on September 23. Can improve on recent efforts down in grade. Big chance. 

2. LADIES LAW - Won two starts back at Lyon-Parilly but was well held last start, beaten 1.75 lengths into 

sixth over 1600m at Angers. Looking to others. 

3. I AM INCREDIBLE - Good effort last start to win her maiden over 1100m at Dieppe at just her second 

appearance by 1.3 lengths. Fitter again but looks safely held in this company. 

4. PINK PONG - Stepping up in trip after finishing fourth over 1100m at Chantilly last time out. Can improve 

on the latest effort and is expected to be in the finish. 

5. PAZ - Went forward on debut last start over 1400m at Saint-Cloud and got off the mark, scoring by 2.5 

lengths when in the market. Winning jockey Stephane Pasquier engaged again. Can measure up again. 

6. KARELIA - Went forward on debut last start over 1600m at Toulouse and got off the mark, scoring by a 

neck. Harder assignment this time. Consider. 

7. ATALAYAS SPIRIT - Went down narrowly last start when second at Toulouse over 1400m. Can sneak into 

the finish again. 

8. MARKSWOMAN - Disappointed last start but if she can find the form that saw her finish second at Chantilly 

two runs back she is in the mix. 

9. THIOSSANE - Won on debut two back at Longchamp then could only manage fourth last start over 1500m 

at Saint-Cloud. Useful type and can make amends. 

10. TIBERIA - Resumed from a spell last start with a win by one length over 1400m at Toulouse. Harder here 

though and others rate better. 

Summary: IPANEMA PRINCESS (1) is taking a notable drop in class after finishing down the field in the G2 
Rockfel Stakes over 1400m at Newmarket (UK). Should find this a lot easier. THIOSSANE (9) won on debut 
at Longchamp after making all in a newcomers race. Since was fourth beaten 2.5L in this class. Unexposed 
and open to further improvement. PAZ (5) impressive on debut winning by 2.5L in a Saint-Cloud maiden. Well 
worth a try at this level. KARELIA (6) won by a short-head at Toulouse in a maiden over 1600m. One for the 
placings. 

Selections 

IPANEMA PRINCESS (1) - THIOSSANE (9) - PAZ (5) - KARELIA (6)  



Race 6 - PRIX DU PIN AU HARAS -  1300m HCP. Purse EUR €21,000. 

1. GRINE DU FRAISSE - Handy filly who finished fourth last start but was beaten only 1.1 lengths over 1600m 

at Angers. Can go close. 

2. BONNE LOUISE - Building up to a maiden win. In the money for the first time last start when second over 

1400m at Fontainebleau. Heading in the right direction. Don't underestimate. 

3. ROSIE ROCKET - Has chalked-up wins at her last two starts, the latest over 1100m at Le Croise-Laroche 

by 1.5 lengths. Rates highly and looks a solid top-three hope. 

4. MYMAP - Has only been to the races three times but keeps improving. Good effort last time when second 

over 1100m at Dieppe, beaten 1.3 lengths. Plenty of upside and holds claims. 

5. IL RITORNO - Won two starts back at Fontainebleau but couldn't back that up when unplaced over 1200m 

at Chantilly last time. Hard to fault if at his best. 

6. SISTER OF LOVE - Lightly raced filly who was beaten 5 lengths into third last start over 1200m at Chantilly. 

This might be too rich. 

7. SHADE - Comfortably held last start over 1400m at Le Lion-d'Angers. Happy to risk. 

8. CHISPA - Out of the placings in two runs since scoring her maiden win, the latest effort a seventh over 

1400m at Toulouse. Finds a nice race and is among the winning hopes. 

9. I AM INEVITABLE - Back in action today. Well held in all six runs last preparation. Doubt she can do much 

here. 

10. LES TROIS VALLEES - Recent form has been just average. Beaten 6 lengths last time out when eighth 

over 1200m at Chantilly. Will need to do a bit more. 

11. SIR ALFRED - Returned at long odds last start and finished 25 lengths adrift in tenth over 1600m at Vichy. 

Needs more. 

Summary: GRINE DU FRAISSE (1) produced a solid 1L fourth at Angers in a Class Two over 1600m. Makes 
her handicap debut and looks the most likely winner. BONNE LOUISE (2) recorded a strong second at 
Fontainebleau in a maiden beaten 1.25L after making most of the running. The winner has won again since. 
Top claims first time in a handicap. MYMAP (4) makes handicap debut who has gone well in three outings to 
date. Of interest. IL RITORNO (5) was a fair fourth beaten 4.75L at Chantilly in a handicap over 1200m. 
Interesting. 

Selections 

GRINE DU FRAISSE (1) - BONNE LOUISE (2) - MYMAP (4) - IL RITORNO (5)  



Race 7 - PRIX DE L'ECLUSE FRANCOIS I ER -  1200m HCP CL3. Purse EUR €20,000. 

1. BOBBY'S WAY - Stepping out at this circuit for the first time. Last appeared when he finished sixth over 

1100m at Le Croise-Laroche on October 12. Cannot be ruled out despite a lacklustre effort last time. 

2. MISSION MERCURY - Resumed at Nancy over 1400m last time out and finished ninth, beaten 5 lengths. 

Fitter and rates highly. 

3. PREDETERMINED - Scored three runs back but has been disappointing in two subsequent efforts, the 

latest when seventh over 1600m at Angers. Better than recent form suggests. 

4. BIBI DREAM - Handy colt who finished third last start but was beaten only 1.5 lengths over 1200m at 

Evreux. Should run well. 

5. EQUILOT - Has been in the market but safely held at his last couple of starts, the latest when fifth over 

1200m at Chantilly. Consider if at best. 

6. CHOICE FRENCH BAY - Hasn’t been competitive lately, last start finishing a 6 length tenth over 1600m at 

Saint-Cloud. Unlikely to threaten. 

7. LAWRENCE - Stepping out at this circuit for the first time. Last appeared when he finished third over 1000m 

at Vichy on September 27. Genuine chance. 

8. INVIOLABLE SPIRIT - Hasn't raced since finishing 14th over 1100m at Dieppe four-and-a-half months ago. 

Others preferred. 

9. TOUTELUSIVE - Struggling to break through this campaign, the latest effort a 8 length fifth over 1400m at 

Saint-Cloud. Prepared to risk. 

10. QUEEN OF THE NIGHT - Not a regular in the winners' stall and hasn't scored for two-and-a-half years. 

Last start was 11 lengths away in sixth over 1100m at Salon-de-Provence. 

11. HURRY HARRY - Stepping out at this circuit for the first time. Last appeared when he finished fourth over 

1000m at Vichy on September 27. Definite winning chance. 

12. MEHANYDREAM - Has been out of the money recently including last time out when ninth over 1100m at 

Le Croise-Laroche eight days ago, beaten 6 lengths. Will need to do more. 

Summary: BIBI DREAM (4) produced a good 1.5L third in a maiden at Evreux over 1200m. Time before just 
missed the placings here on the all-weather in a handicap beaten 3.25L. Interesting. MISSION MERCURY (2) 
was 5L ninth on handicap debut at Nancy over 1400m. Going down in distance having been dropped 2kg in 
the weights with a first-time tongue tie. Still unexposed and worth another try. EQUILOT (5) ran with credit 
when fifth beaten 3L at Chantilly in a 1200m handicap. The winner has won since to boost the form. 
LAWRENCE (7) was a good 2.75L third at Vichy in a 1000m handicap. The second has won since. Holds 
claims on yard debut. 

Selections 

BIBI DREAM (4) - MISSION MERCURY (2) - EQUILOT (5) - LAWRENCE (7)  



Race 8 - PRIX DU CANAL DE TANCARVILLE -  1200m HCP CL3. Purse EUR €25,000. 

1. SEASCAPE GIRL - Went down narrowly last start when third at Fontainebleau over 1100m. Sound top-

three prospects again. 

2. MUGUETTE GIRL - Failed to feature last time out over 1200m at Chantilly when sixth, beaten 2 lengths. 

Will appreciate returning to this course where she has a win and a placing from three starts. Can return to 

form. 

3. KENTISH WALTZ - Hasn't done much in recent times, the latest effort a fifth over 1000m at Vichy, beaten 

2.5 lengths. Place likely best. 

4. HY DREAM - Returned to the winners' circle after a long while last time out over 1000m at Vichy, scoring 

by 2 lengths. In the mix. 

5. GLICOURT - Finished 11th two runs ago at Chantilly but found form last time out when he scored by 1.3 

lengths over 1100m at Le Croise-Laroche. Sure to be in the mix. 

6. CARTAOJAL - Promising filly who last start finished 4 lengths away in fourth over 1100m at Fontainebleau. 

Key chance and expected to run well. 

7. DROGO - Hasn't inspired much confidence of late. Comes into this after finishing 3.5 lengths from the 

winner over 1300m at Chantilly AW last start. Making up the numbers. 

8. JAZZY WOOD - Was unplaced and well beaten in all runs last campaign, the latest when eighth over 1400m 

at Dieppe three-and-a-half months ago. Happy to watch this time. 

9. CRISTAL MARVELOUS - Beaten 0.6 lengths into third at Vichy two starts ago then appeared at Chantilly 

last time and finished 6 lengths from the winner in fourth. Strong contender on best form. 

10. BIG FREEZE - Beaten 1.5 lengths into third at Chantilly two starts ago then appeared at Nancy last time 

and finished 4 lengths from the winner in sixth. Best form stacks up nicely and deserves another chance. 

11. GEORGE THE PRINCE - Could only manage 13th over 1200m at Chantilly last start to continue a run of 

ordinary form. Struggling to make an impact and happy to risk again. 

12. WASACHOP - Has been about the mark in small fields of late. Last start finished third at Saint-Cloud over 

1300m. Worth plenty of thought. 

Summary: SEASCAPE GIRL (1) recorded a strong third last weekend at Fontainebleau in a handicap beaten 
0.5L over 1100m. Interesting on the quick turnaround. MUGUETTE GIRL (2) was sixth at Chantilly over 1200m 
in a handicap beaten 2L after going off favourite. More than capable once more. HY DREAM (4) has been 
raised 3kg after winning at Vichy with a first-time tongue tie in a handicap. The second has won since. Could 
defy the weight rise. CARTAOJAL (6) finished fourth behind Seascape Girl last weekend. One to consider. 
WASACHOP (12) may place. 

Selections 

SEASCAPE GIRL (1) - MUGUETTE GIRL (2) - HY DREAM (4) - CARTAOJAL (6) - WASACHOP (12) 

 


